In this note, Part I is devoted to study the general theory for critical points at the origin and in Part II special cases are treated. In both cases we shall stand on the view point of complex variables. if n< 2k β Further, 1(0) = n if ί 1 -f n Cl, e* θ ]/*l < i and 1(0) =* -n if 1 1 ~* f ίl e" 2lθ V Λ l ^ 1 * wne re a is the first nonvanishing coefficient of 3 .Stgrgographical projection. In order to study the point at infinity, we make use of stereographical projection of the complex plane z= x -f iy on the Riemann sphere i*+ *J*-»-£*-£ =« 0* The relation between the coordinates (x, y) and ( ξ , \ , ζ ) are r X e< 1-5
l-ς
Rotate the sphere by the relation Then, projecting the sphere 5*+1, "*" 5|f"\~ 0 to the complex plane zia= x^-H iy-j_ from the new north pole, we obtain the relation (1.6) z^ -1/zi Hence, the point at infinity ZΊ ^^ 00 corresponds to the origin zsO, If we round zs= 0 counterclockwise, we round z^=?00 clockwise.
Given a equation such that (1.7) dz/dt«f n (z, 7).
By means of (1.6), we have
Hence, arg z2f n Cz, z)^r 2 + rr j arg f n (z*, z)= 2 ~~jr<fd arg f n (a, 7).
This shows that it is essential that the index of the sphere is equal to +2. 4 §®2 §£^tίl^®i. In the equation dz/dt «f n (z, S^, we put f n (z, z)«P n (z, y)t iQ n U, y)
Since P n (x, y) and Q n (x, y) are homogeneous polynomials of x and y with order n, we can easily calculate the real system dx/dt β P n (χ, y), dy/dt as Q n (χ, y)
by quadrature. The separatrices are determined by the equation xQn(x> y) -yP n (χ> y) β °S ince Q n (x* 0) ^ 0, the real axis may be a separatrixo All of them are straight lines passing through the origin.
Part II 1. Case Π5=Ξ 1* We consider the equation By the classical theory, the indices of tlode, f ocus, and center are equal to+1, and -1 for saddle point We remember that indices remain invariant under any regular mapping and they are characteristic properties of isolated sigularitieso Therefore, we obtain the following criterion:
(A) The necessary and sufficient condition that the origin z = 0 is to be nodβj focus/or center for the equation (2 l) is (B) The necessary and sufficient condition that the origin z = 0 is to be saddle point for the equation (2,1) is Hence, the equation (2.1) We note that node is topologically equivalent to focus, but node and center are not so β Howevery if we consider the equation
(2.4)
dz/dt *a aiz corresponding to (2,3), the solutions of (2.4) are orthogonal characteristics for those of (2.3) Hence, we can distinguish node and focus from center. However, so far as we are concerned with the property of the origin, it is sufficient to consider the equation
The solutions of (2.6) are the family of hyperbolas χy=;a β By making use of the projection, the curves corresponding to xy = a, i.e 9 , the solutions of (2.5) have the form The solutions are the family of curves χ5 -10χ3y2 -f 5jζy4 sc. By means of (l ό), we have dz/dt τs z 2 .
(See Fig. 2 .)
The solutions of (2.7) start from the origin at the time t» -00 and return to it at the time t ^=? ~f-oO There gives rise to the nested ovals at the origin. By the stereographical projection, the point at infinity corresponds to a multiple saddle point o If n is odd and έ 3, the y-axis may be a sβparatrix, but if n is even and 4, it is not a separatrix Department of Mathematics, Waseda University, (*) Received October 3, 1954.
